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Abstract
Music theory has been a part of culture ever since music was invented. In 20th century
academic circles, theorists came up with a way to explain the growing trend of atonal
music using their own version of set theory, where conventional diatonic and triadic
harmony (older Western tradition) was not needed. Unfortunately, this set theory,
which is now taught in school to music students, is only maximally useful in the most
used tuning system of the last 100 years, 12-tone equal temperament. Microtonal
·
music theory, which nowadays implies music that is not tuned in 12-tone equal, is
more intriguing than ever before in the 21st century, just as atonality was in the 20th
century. This thesis aims to describe a hew set theory that I propose, that unites the
worlds of microtonality and set theory into one discipline. My theory brings an
intelligible microtonal framework to the set theorist, and it brings more useful
information about scale categorization to 12-equal than the current set theory alone
provides. It is, to sum up, a more thorough and universal method of categorizing
scales, because it utilizes their intervallic relationships instead of their pitch classes. In
order to apply useful mathematical principles, I have mainly drawn upon the
disciplines of permutations and partitions; other citations to mathematics are also
included as well.
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Introduction
The theoretical climate
The meaning of the term "music theory" has changed dramatically over the
course of history. As the 12-tone equal tempered piano became more standardized,
the academic sphere of music theory slowly stopped encouraging students to learn
about the numerology of intervallic ratios and consonance, which had been known as
the basis of music theory for quite some time. The Sumerians created the oldest
known recorded document about music theory, and this document describes these
very ratios, also known as Just Intonation, in order to tune a stringed instrument. 1
Students are required to learn nowadays how to read music in 12-equal tuning, and to
understand those intervals only, not to think of pitches as simple questions of math.
The question of tuning is addressed rarely, or only incidentally, and certainly not as a
legitimate focus of study in the general classroom (Even traditional recordings of
harpsichords playing music from the Baroque period that are showcased as canon
often use 12-tone equal, which is blatantly incorrect. Is it not conspicuous that
historical accuracy and setting are the utmost strivings of many academics, yet
historical tuning is often ignored?) 2
Nowadays, learning about the math in pitch construction is simply branded
"microtonal," as well as too irrelevant and experimental for most musicians to know.
And, because of the slow evolution away from the implementation of basic tuning
knowledge, music history classes only allude to tunings briefly, or not at all. This kind
of attitude carries the implication that historical tunings are outdated and out-of-tune,
and that the piano's tuning is currently the best solution to all tuning problems. After
all, in a modern world, how could the piano be subject to tuning errors? The 12-equal
piano is actually a compromise, allowing the Westerner to play in 12 identical keys,
equally out-of-tune. 3
The other implication is that composers of the 20th century and on had nothing
to say about tuning and pitch. 4 This implication could not be more wrong, as the way
to the future of Western music, and the cornerstone of its development, has always
The old Sumerian tablets referred to are housed in the British Museum, in the Department of
Western Asiatic Antiquities. Joe Monzo, theorist and co-creator of the Tonescape lattice program,
has given their contents a thorough analysis (Monzo).
z Sethares describes this trend in Chapter 11 of Tuning, Timbre, Spectrum, Scale, mentioning that
few recordings of Scarlatti's sonatas deviate from 12-equal. Everything else is historically accurate,
of course. From the author's experience, listening to European music from general music history
classes, the overall scenario seems to be quite hit-or-miss (Sethares) (Grout).
3 Assuming that Western in-tune-ness corresponds to the harmonic series, which it usually does for
harmonic sounds. This is common knowledge among tuning theorists (Gann).
4 Partch cites Schoenberg on page 45 of Genesis of a Music, as do many others (Partch).
1
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been the study of pitch relationships; without a study of tuning and temperament, the
piano certainly would have not been created in the way it was. Many music theorists
are under the idea that 12-tone equal will move on to something more fundamentally
complex, such as Yasser5 and Schoenberg. Taking a look at Schoenberg's
commentary, we find that, even though he is known for the twelve-tone method,
he certainly thought microtonality was more suited for the purposes of advancing
1

mUSlC:

"To future generations music like ours [12-equal] will seem incomplete, since it has
not yet fully exploited everything latent in sound, just as a sort of music that did not
yet differentiate within the octave [measure pitch] would seem incomplete to us."
"One may assume that finer subdivision of the octave into scale degrees (Mehrstufigkeit)
indicates a higher level of development."
However, Schoenberg also thought that 12-equal should ·be exhausted first, and that a
significant amount of time would elapse before more complex systems were
standardized:
"There are enough possibilities, at least, to postpone for some time any further
necessity for further subdivision of the octave."
"Probably, whenever the ear and imagination have matured enough for such music,
the scale and the instruments will all at once be available."6
Other composers had things to say as well, most them extremely well known:
Igor Stravinsky:
Q (Robert Craft): "Is any musical element still susceptible to radical exploitation and
development?"
A (Stravinsky): ''Yes: pitch. I even risk a prediction that pitch will comprise the main
difference between the 'music of the future' and our music."7
Claude Debussy: "If one listens to it Oavanese music] without being prejudiced by
one's European ears, one will find a percussive charm that forces one to admit that

s Yasser thought European society would advance to 19-tone next, using a 12-tone supra-diatonic
scale with 7 chromatic notes. This is analogous to related historical situations of tuning (Yasser).
6 Schoenberg, Arnold. Theory of Harmony. Berkeley: U of California, 1978. Print.
7 Stravinsky, Igor, and Robert Craft. Memories and Commentaries. Garden City, NY: Doubleday,
1960. Print.
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our own music is not much more than a barbarous kind of noise more fit for a
traveling circus."8
Edgard V arese: "Our musical alphabet must be enriched."9
Steve Reich: "I once had a vision where light became a metaphor for harmony, for
tonality. You know, of course, that the notes on the piano aren't all there are -- there's
a continuity of vibration from the lowest to the highest sounds we can hear. Slowly,
over more than a thousand years, out of this complete continuity of vibration from
low to high, musicians in the West have evolved the selection and ordering of notes
we fmd on the keyboard and in all our other instruments. These notes, and the
harmonic system we have used to order them, struck me as a light radiating out of the
dark infinitude of available vibrations. And when listening in particular to two pieces -Handel's "The Water Music" and Stravinsky's "The Rakes Progress"-- I used to get
a vision of a kind of barge of light, floating down a river in very dark surroundings, in
complete darkness. You see, I understood that human conventions are, in a sense, the
*light* -- a kind of conveyance in which we ride, in which we live, and without which
we die. And the human construct that we call our *music* is merely a convention -something we've all evolved together, and that rests on no final or ultimate laws. And
it sails, in my mind, like a ship of light down an endlessly dark corridor, preserving
itself as long as it can. And no more and no less."10
Bela Bartok: "The transcription of recordings of folk music should be as true as
possible.... [pitch] deviations, since they show a certain system and are subconsciously
intentional, must not be considered faulty, off-pitch singing.... The first problem with
which we have to deal is with what degree of exactitude we shall transcribe these
deviations in pitch."11
Harry Partch:
"After hearing an absolutely true [justly tuned] triad one feels that the tempered triad
throws its weight around in a strangely uneasy fashion, which is not at all remarkable,

Sethares and Partch express similar sentiments; Sethares amusingly pointing out that the Asian
culture hears instruments with more spectra, so it is "tempting to reverse the direction of the
[traditional] evolutionary arrow." (Sethares) (Partch) (Debussy).
9 Varese, Edgard (1883- 1956), from the New York Morning Telegraph, (1916)
lO Reich, Steve, and Paul Hillier. Writings on Music, 1965-2000. Oxford: Oxford UP, 2002. Print.
11 Bartok, Bela, and Albert Bates Lord. Serbo-Croatian Folk Songs; Texts and Transcriptions of
Seventy-five Folk Songs from the Milman Parry Collection and a Morphology of Serbo-Croatian Folk
Melodies. New York: Columbia UP, 1951. Print.

8
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for what it wants to do more than anything else is to go off and sit down somewhere
-it actually requires resolution! Thus has the composition of music for the tempered
scale become one long and harried and constipated epic, a veritable and futile
pilgrimage in search of that never-never spot- a place to sit!"12
It can be clearly seen that the relevancy of using different pitch systems is well
documented, and not to be contested.
The interesting divide in tuning debates often arises from argument about what
is and is not consonant. Without getting too much into the mathematics of pitch, it is
agreed that 12-equal is not as consonant as Just Intonation, and this is indicated by the
sensation of beating or non-beating, which provides an objective way to measure the
consonance of a harmony. Clearly, if consonance become merely defined as how
good something sounds, debate is much more opinionated. The intervals constructed
from 5-limit ratios, the ones that 12-equal was built to approximate, are considered
consonant in Western harmony. Many who study micro tonality are under the
impression that we will move on to a more complex system, where new prime
numbers are incorporated into the approximated frequency ratios. 13 Some theorists
think that the 5-limit is the end of consonance; among these were Helmholtz1\
Schenker15, Hindemith16, Rameau, and Zarlino17 . Others thought that 7-limit intervals,
and sometimes, higher limits, were consonant as well, as consonance and dissonance
are not universally agreed upon; among these were Tartini18, Mersenne19, Partch20,
Y asser1, Euler2, Ellis, and Fokker3 .
1z This echoes Kyle Gann's sentiment about how equal temperament's restlessness matches that of
American culture. Just Intonation allows more control of beating (Gann) (Partch).
1 3 Erlich, Paul. "Tuning, Tonality, and Twenty-Two-Tone Temperament." Xenharmonikon 17 (19982012): Web. (Paul also provides some extremely interesting citations for this idea in the paper).
14 Helmholtz, Hermann L. F. On the Sensations of Tone: As a Physiological Basis for the Theory of
Music. New York, NY: Dover, 1954. Print.
1 5 Schenker, Heinrich. Harmony. Chicago: U of Chicago, 1954. Print.
16 Hindemith, Paul, Arthur Mendel, and Otto Ortmann. The Craft of Musical Composition. New York:
Associated Music, 1941. Print.
17 Weiss, Piero, and Richard Taruskin. Music in the Western World: A History in Documents. New
York: Schirmer, 1984. Print.
18 Tartini, Giuseppe. Trattato Di Musica, Secondo La Vera Scienza Dell'armonia. Padova: CEDAM,
1973. Print.
19 Mersenne, Marin. Harmonie Universelle. Paris: Ed. Du CNRS, 1986. Print.
20 Partch, Harry. Genesis of a Music: An Account of a Creative Work, Its Roots and Its Fulfillments.
New York: Da Capo, 1974. Print.
21 Yasser, Joseph. A Theory of Evolving Tonality. New York: Da Capo, 1975. Print.
22 The 10/7 tritone is named "Euler's tritone", though referential naming is inconsistent (Keenan).
2 3 "Huygens-Fokker Foundation: centre for microtonal music." Amsterdam, Muziekgebouw aan 't /].
Web. May 4 2016.
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Most 20th century composers and professors have a working knowledge of
tuning, so it is odd to wonder at why students are not, at least briefly, educated in the
subject and its importance. The two basic methods of interval construction are not
comparatively difficult to understand, as they merely use addition and multiplication
(and their opposites); most core classes that music students are forced to take have
included counting t;nethods that are harder to understand than intervallic construction,
such as MATH 125. Ultimately, this subject is ignored because Western society has
come to a point of convenience and technological marvel, and thus, the piano, and
the way to read 12-tone music, has bypassed the mathematics and knowledge of
intonation entirely. It was certainly possible to play the piano in earlier time periods
without knowledge of tunings, but meantone tunings and key centers differed from
instrument to instrument, in order to preserve some more of the purity of the thirds
of triads. 24 These differences at least forced a basic knowledge of the system at hand,
through the encounter of playing it. Now that every piano has exactly the same
standard, and is tuned equally, it is slightly more convenient to arrange ensembles of
12 tone music, but local interest in tuning is practically nonexistent, or considered
unsubstantiated.
Post tonal theory emerged around the time of World War II, with the
innovations of Forte and Babbitt bringing light to the 20th century's interest in the
relationships between pitches. 25 In most contemporary academia, post tonal theory is
still a big point of conversation in the theoretical world, and theorists are looking to
expand upon the principles contained. The exploration into set theory, however, may
have run its course, not because 12-tone music sounds too dissonant, but because
there is only so much that can be done with twelve notes, as Schoenberg himself so
gently pointed out a few years earlier. Set theory needs an update to reflect the
possibilities of other tuning systems. This is where microtonal theory, and all-scalar
set theory, cooperate and emerge to answer new questions. All-scalar set theory also
adds information to 12-equal, not merely all octave-based tunings, and it seeks to
answer similar questions that the older post tonal set theorists had.
Set theory and the microtonal community
The difference between the dedicated post tonal theorist and the dedicated
microtonalist usually relies on the level of interest in the numerology of consonance.
If one is interested in the building of scales, it is important that he/ she know about
why the numerology makes things consonant or dissonant. Various theorists in the
24

Kroesbergen, Willem. "18th century quotations relating to J.S. Bach's temperament." Stitching
Hyugens-Fokker (2015): Web.
25 Grout, Donald Jay. A History of Western Music. New York: Norton, 1960. Print.
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21st century have modernized the idea of temperament to include any instance of
. tuning, diatonic or not, similarly to the way set theorists tried to free contemporary
music theory from diatonicism with their explorations and explanations. The crucial
difference is that the recent interest in temperament emancipates pitch, and 12-tone
equal temperament does not. The two mindsets both focus on creating something
new, and thus futuristic in a way.
Set theory, as a basic idea, has nothing to do with consonance. An
understanding of consonance requires knowledge of intervallic ratios and their effects,
though that is still one idea of many in the debate about consonance. Set theory is
about counting, ordering, and grouping objects; in post tonal, these are pitch classes.
Thus, consonance has more to do with the sounds of the actual objects at hand, much
less so than the counting of those objects. And yet, although post tonal theory and
consonance are worlds apart, there are actually important ways for them to relate. The
best way to understand this relation is to understand the attitude of today's active
microtonal community. Microtonal theories that consider consonance, and thus, more
parameters, must actually deal with set theory in some way to count scales, because
they commonly engage in the activity of constructing new or novel scales ..The set
theorist, on the other hand, does not have to deal with higher questions of
consonance at all (at least, not outside of 12-equal), because he/she does not have to
deal with the question of constructing a differently tuned scale.
The microtonal community takes a different approach toward labeling intervals
than post tonal set theorists. 26 In post tonal set theory, each pitch class is labeled with
a number from 0 to 11, spanning all12 pitches of the octave. However, the minute
another tuning system with a different number of notes is used, these pitch class
numbers have to be 're-thought', and the intervallic relationships are not always
immediately clear. This is especially true if the scale in question deviates from equal
divisions of the octave, i.e. unequally tuned systems (even an unequally divided system
with 12 notes!) . When post tonal theory describes pitch classes with a number each,
that information alone translates poorly to other tunings. The way to facilitating
understanding is to simply label step sizes, or intervallic relationships, relative to each
other, and not the specific pitch classes. Thus, the intervallic relationships of the scale,
in other words, the thing that gives the most information about the scale, is
immediately known upon a glance, although the tuning system may not be (and if it
needs to be known, it can be specified relatively quickly with a simple multiplication
of semitones or cent values).
The author came up with his own methods of labeling step sizes to fulfill this
idea, independently from the microtonal community. This was also before Aaron
26 The approach becomes obvious through the xenharmonic wiki and Facebook groups. Most of this
section is an explanation on the tenants of this community, so a footnote each time they are
mentioned is unnecessary. However, specific facts from the wiki or community are cited (Smith).
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Hunt had brought the rnicrotonal community to the author's attention in 2015. Most
of the original ideas from all-scalar set theory have now been translated to the formats
of the rnicrotonal community for the sake of understanding and continuity; namely,
using Lands to label Large and small step sizes, and borrowing the vernacular when
appropriate. This was because, even before encountering that community, and the
theories involved, the author's examinations of step sizes apart from pitch classes was
a forced habit that made sense of navigating the many changing tunings. The fact that
the micro tonal community has taken the same approach confirms the validity of this
basic principle in labeling intervals with any n-tone system.
The rnicrotonal community regularly focuses on scales with only two step-sizes
called "Moments of Symmetry" (also known as distributionally even, or having
Myhill's property), labeled MOS for short. MOS scales are in wide use in many
cultures, including non-Western ones, and are not only an excellent way of 'weeding
out' relevant scales for study from un-relevant ones, but also for understanding scales
as recurring simple structures, that can be broken down. The diatonic scales and
pentatonic scales, in widespread usage, are by far the strongest examples of MOS
scales, and can be labeled LsLLs (pentatonic) and LLsLLLs (diatonic). L refers to a
large step size, and s refers to a small step size. So, most scales practiced by the
community, when looking at this theory, use only two sizes of step, and
understanding this creates quicker ways to label relevant scales.
It is also important to note that the MOS theory, championed by Erv Wilson,
has direct, and eerily relevant, ties to the community's modern idea of temperament. 27
Another one of E rv Wilson's inventions, the horogram drawing, can be used to
visually display which equal divisions of the octave act as certain temperaments, and
which ones do not. The circle of a horogram is built like a clock face in post tonal
theory, but it is continuous, instead of being marked off with 12 pitches28 . Horograms
also use concentric circles, so that tunings with fewer numbers of notes are closer to
the center, and tunings with greater numbers of notes are farther from the center (1 tone is always at the center). For example, 12-equal can be thought of as a meantone
temperament, and 12-equal creates an MOS scale in a meantone horogram. Each
temperament has a different name, and causes a corresponding comma (or commas)
to vanish. Paul Erlich has exp1ained the principles of the rnicrotonal community
extremely succinctly and holistically in his paper on Projective Tuning Space29 .
Grady, Kraig et al. The Wilson Archives. Austronesian Embassy of Anaphoria Island, 2005. Web.
April23, 2016. The cited site is a collection of Erv Wilson's drawings and writings.
28 The author highly recommends the use of the following URL address to facilitate understanding
and interest, which is part of the Sonic Sky of the Wilson Archives: http://thesonicsky.com/ervwilson-diagrams/moments-of-symmetry-user-interactive-circle/
29 Erlich, Paul. "A Middle Path: Between Just Intonation and the Equal Temperaments."
Xenharmonikon 14 (2004-2015): Web.
27
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What happens when a third kind of step is added to a two step-size scale? The
micro tonal community deals with the idea using various methods. One way to resolve
this is to discuss the third kind of step as a difference between the other two steps
(sometimes known as a chroma). Another way is to label the 'middle step' with M,
and yet another is to call these scales 'MODMOS's', thinking of them as MOS scales
with changes made to them. This is a valuable approach, but is sometimes not as
applicable to commonly used scales that have more kinds of steps than two, where the
three-step scale is truly its own entitf0.
Understanding MOS scales and the like often gets involved with temperament,
and scales with only two step sizes. All-scalar set theory can incorporate these modern
scalar principles, yet does not have to refer to MOS or temperament. This will likely
facilitate the interest of the contemporary environment, for which temperament
seems much less relevant and comprehensible than set theory that has been expanded
(although the knowable canon of Western history might have other things to say
about that). Hopefully, this more set theory-oriented discipline of all-scalar set theory
will act as a new bridge between post tonal theory and xenharmonic music theory.
The principles described in this discourse will act purely as set theory, but always with
the possibility of consonance-based questions.
Original mathematical questions will be examined one at a time based on their
own individual goals. It is assumed that most categorizations will provide useful
connections, some more useful than others, and, if the categorization is not
immediately useful, it should at least uncover new information about set theory in the
microtonal realm. All of these questions and answers can be used to find scales with
novel properties for composition, understand the limits of vast permutations, and to
know which scales are s.till practical and fairly usable outside of MOS from a purely
mathematical standpoint (a scale with too many possibilities has too much to work
with, and the opposite is true for scales with fewer possibilities, etc.).

Important definitions
In order to adapt the usage of the xenharmonic shorthand 'L', 'M', and's' for 'Large',
'Middle', and 'Small' scale steps, this paper shall continue to use L for the largest and s
for the smallest, but, the 'M' will be extended indefinitely by changing capital sizes,
and by adding numbers when there are five kinds of step sizes or more. If there are
only three kinds of step sizes, M without a subscript will be used. Then m, not
capitalized, will be used for a four step-size scale. m1 is used for a five-step or more
scale, and m1 is smaller than m. Likewise, in a six-step or more scale, tn2 is smaller
Maqam music has good examples of this, and so do many other kinds of music. Some of the
Turkish pentachords (Cins-es) from maqam, for example, rast and hicaz, use three different step
sizes, even though only five notes are present in any pentachord (Ederer).
30
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than m1, etc. The steps are written in order from largest to smallest, largest on the left,
smallest on the right.
Non-octave based and unequal scales can be applied to this theory, but for the
duration of this paper, which is the flrst of many studies, it will be assumed that
divisions of the octave are used. Thus, the step sizes of L, M, s, etc. all refer to
adjacent step sizes that collectively repeat at the octave, which closes the sequence of
adjacent steps (Writing LLsLLLs is just like writing WWHWWWH for the Major
scale in Whole and Half steps, except more universally).
Here are some examples of how to notate scales in Ls notation that would be found
in 12-equal:
Major- CD E F GAB C, prime form (013568t)
Using Ls notation (or scalar class set): 5L 2s
In 12-equal: 5(2) + 2(1) = 12
Harmonic minor - C D Eb F G Ab B C, prime form (0134689)
Using Ls notation (or scalar class set): 1L 3M 3s
In 12-equal: 1(3) + 3(2) + 3(1) = 12
Octatonic- C C# D# E F# G A Bb C, prime form (0134679t)
Using Ls notation (or scalar class set): 4L 4s
In 12-equal: 4(2) + 4(1) = 12
Tritone scale, no fifth - C Db E F# Bb C, prime form (0146t)
Using Ls notation (or scalar class set): 1L 1M 2M1 1s
In 12-equal: 1(4) + 1(3) + 2(2) + 1(1) = 12
Pentatonic - C Eb F G Bb C, prime form (02579)
Using Ls notation (or scalar class set): 2L 3s
In 12-equal: 2(3) + 3(2) = 12
The current micro tonal term for this usage of L, s, and M, is simply known as Ls
notation. Without assuming a MOS or some other way to arrange the intervals, the Ls
notation does not make clear which order the steps are arranged in the scale. In other
words, there are different ways to write L, M, and s adjacently when the steps are seen
as a scale. Microtonalists often assume that the MOS normal order is the relevant
scale, if the scale is referenced in Ls notation.
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At this time, it becomes advantageous to adapt the existing material to new
definitions. In order to treat these patterns of step sizes more formally, like a set, and
not as much like the result of a generative process, the author has chosen to label a set
of Ls notation as a scalar class set. The scalar class set, then, is the most fundamental
kind of basic unit for all-scalar set theory. 5L 2s would be a scalar class set, as would
7L 4M 1s. The terms of the scalar class set are simply referred to as step-sizes. So the
set 5L 2s has two step-sizes, and the 7L 4M 1s has three step-sizes. The coefficients
that multiply L, M, s etc. are then called tones, because, the total number of tones is
going to equal the number of notes found in the scale. So in 5L 2s, it is said that there
are 5 large steps, and 2 small steps, but only two step sizes, or terms. Another way to
state this would be to say that there are 5 large tones and two 2 tones, for a total of a
7-tone scale. The number of tones will be expressed with t or T, the large T being the
total number of tones (J tones for 5L 2s). Similarly, the number of total step sizes will
be expressed in terms of N. Lower case n will show up in a later permutation using
individual step size terms.
Scalar Class Set to Prime Form

Permutation of a Scalar Class Set
How is it possible to go between a scalar class set (all-scalar) and normal orders/prime
forms (post tonal)? These are both the 'basic units' of their respective theoretical
systems.
5L 2s, for example (in 12-equal), can refer to 3 normal orders:
(One) The major scale; which is also the MOS
(Two) The Neapolitan major scale (or Heptatonia Tertia)
(Three) The ascending melodic minor scale
5L 2s; LLsLLLs
5L 2s; sLLLLLs
5L 2s; LsLLLLs
All of the modes of the above scales are referred to as well. This means LLsLLLs
(Ionian) also encompasses, for example:
LsLLLsL (Dorian)
sLLLsLL (Phrygian)
LLLsLLs (Lydian)
LLsLLsL (Mixolydian)
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LsLLsLL (Aeolian)
sLLsLLL (Locrian)
The mathematical analogue to the mode can either be the permutation or the cycle,
depending on context. Basically, cycling refers to the act of sliding scales over by one
spot at a time to get new terms, while the word permutation simply refers to all the
possibilities. 31 The connection between scalar class sets and prime forms is clear. It
becomes easier to see the different relationships between scales when they are
organized from their broadest forms to their most specific form. All of the ways to
arrange 5L 2s, in any combination, would be the most broad way, and the prime form
would be the most specific way. Pitch classes are not used to describe the prime form
in all-scalar set theory, it would merely be written as a specific Ls pattern in a specific
order. L and s are variables, which can be specified with numbers when referencing a
specific tuning; these numbers are semitones and/ or cents, which will all add up to
what the octave represents. Examples of how to use the scalar class set are back on
page 13.
This question has led to the use of factorials in categorization. Using a basic
permutation gives all of the scale possibilities for any combinatio~s of L, s, or amount
of M's (any number of step sizes). The step sizes can be treated as objects that are
rearranged, just like colored balls, flavors of ice cream, etc. The formula is below,
where T refers to total number of tones, and tL, tM, etc. refer to each individual
number of tones. The tones are the coefficients multiplying the L, s, and M's.
T! / (tL!

* tM! * tm! * tm1!

...

* ts!) = P

=number of Permutations

The top number, the factorial of the total number of Tones, is simply reduced by the
other individual tone numbers to eliminate redundancy. Using the example of 5L 2s
will aid the concept. 5 and 2 are taken as the tone numbers. There is a 7-tone scale (5
+ 2), soT is 7, leading to 21 permutations.
7!

I (2! * 5!) = 21

Here are the 21 permutations of 5L 2s:

Shahdan, Peter. "Permutation Ordering and Identification". Mathematics Magazine 34.6 (1961):
353-358. Web.
3l
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LLsLLLs
LsLLLsL
sLLLsLL
LLLsLLs
LLsLLsL
LsLLsLL
sLLsLLL

sLLLLLs
LLLLLss
LLLLssL
LLLssLL
LLssLLL
LssLLLL
ssLLLLL

LsLLLLs
sLLLLsL
LLLLsLs
LLLsLsL
LLsLsLL
LsLsLLL
sLsLLLL

The permutations can be put into three groups, based on their mode/ cycle. Now it is
easily observable that there are three 'normal orders' that simply cycle through each of
their modes 7 times before returning back to their original starting point. The number
of modes that each normal order has, initially, thus, is equal to the total number of
tones (T). This means that T divides the permutation, obtaining the number of
normal orders. This division can be written in a slightly more simple way by canceling
terms and putting this extra T in the numerator, so that:
(T -1)! / (tL!

* tM! * tm! * tml! ... * ts!) =NO= number of Normal Orders

This equation is almost perfect, but not quite. There is only one more factor to
account for, and that is symmetry. The above equation only works when there is no
transpositional symmetry in the scalar class set.

Transpositional and lnversional Symmetry
Symmetry will create a redundancy within the scalar set that must be accounted for.
There are two kinds of symmetry, also covered in post tonal, which play a role here.
Transpositional [Jmmetry occurs when a set can cycle in such a way that it creates a
copies of itself. This can only happen with sets that use tones that all share a greatest
common factor. For example, the set 4L 2s, the set 2L 2s, and the set 8L 4M 4s all
have transpositional symmetry, yet 6L 3M 2s does not. Transpositional symmetry only
affects the number of normal orders, and not the number of permutations. This
means that the permutation equation will always work, regardless of the
transpositional symmetry. If a transpositionally symmetrical scalar class set's
permutations (P) is divided by T (number of tones), there is no guarantee as to
whether it will divide evenly or not However, if it does not divide evenly, then the set
has guaranteed transpositional symmetry, because all scalar class sets without
transpositional symmetry will divide evenly. This is simply a fact, and is less important
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than looking at the factors of the scalar class set in question; this becomes the way to
detennine how the normal orders are grouped.
A good way to see why this is relevant is to look at transpositionally symmetrical
permutation examples. The example for this section will be 4L 4M 2s. Here are all30
of its transpositionally symmetrical permutations, in 6 groups of 5:
LLMMsLLMMs
LMMsLLMMsL
MMsLLMMsLL
MsLLMMsLLM
sLLMMsLLMM

LLsMMLLsMM
LsMMLLsMML
MLLsMMLLsM
MMLLsMMLLs
sMMLLsMMLL

LMLsMLMLsM
LsMLMLsMLM
MLMLsMLMLs
MLsMLMLsML
sMLMLsMLML

LLMsMLLMsM
LMsMLLMsML
MLLMsMLLMs
MsMLLMsMLL
sMLLMsMLLM

LMLMsLMLMs
LMsLMLMsLM
MLMsLMLMsL
MsLMLMsLML
sLMLMsLMLM

LMMLsLMMLs
LsLMMLsLMM
MLsLMMLsLM
MMLsLMMLsL
sLMMLsLMML

The thing to notice is this group of transpositionally symmetrical sets, is that half of
the permutation is always the same as the other half. In other words, the permutation
is split into 2 groups, and this is exactly because all of the tones of the scalar class set
are divisible by 2; if all of the tones of the original scalar class set were divisible by 3,
the transpositionally symmetrical permutations would be in 3 groups with equal
amounts of letters, etc. And now, it is possible to treat the two separate sections as
their own permutations. This is the first half of LLMMsLLMMs:
LLMMs
Now this simply the scalar class set 2L 2M 1s, and its permutation 30, matching the
30 groups above: (5!)/(2!)(2!)(1!) = 30 = P.
The next few operations require more specific labels, because there must be a
differentiation between the permutations that are affected by transpositional
symmetry, and those that are not. The factor(s) are labeled with f. Normal orders
(NO) and Permutations (P) receive new subscripts, which indicate whether
transpositional symmetry is involved or not. Transpositionally symmetrical groups of
NO or P, taken away from the standard calculation, will look like this for Normal
Order; NOTs, and this for Permutations; PTs. If there is more than one f, then these
corresponding totals of normal orders and permutations will be additionally matched
together with the corresponding f, where 1 refers to the largest f, etc.
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To take away transpositional redundancies, the scalar class set first needs to be divided
by its factor(s), and simply dividing all of the tones by the fin question can do this.
For example, the scalar class set 4L 4M 2s divides by 2, so each of the tones can be
divided by 2 to produce another scalar class set, which is 2L 2M 1s. Then, another
permutation needs to be taken of this reduced scalar class set; this is what occurred
above, and is PTs. PTs is then subtracted from the total P, or the permutation of the
scalar class set that it is a reduction of. So, with 4L 4M 2s, the total P amounts to
(8!)1 (4!)(2!)(2!) = 3150. Then, PTs, of 2L 2M 1s, is (5!)1(2!)(2!)(1!) = 30. To subtract
this reduction, P- PTs = P-TS. So, 3150- 30 = 3120, and this is the number of
permutations that are not affected by transpositional symmetry. To find the total
number of normal orders, therefore, one must:
(1) Figure out the common factors, and divide the scalar class's tones by f to receive
the nested scalar class set's tones. Do this for each factor that evenly divides the tones
(so for 12L 6s, for example, three different nested sets for factors 6, 3, and 2 exist,
and the nested sets must be divided again if possible; see step 3).
(2) Find the permutation of the original scalar class set, and separately, of the nested
scalar class set. Then, subtract the permutation of the nested set from the permutation
of the original set; this would be written as P - PTs = P -TS.
(3) Repeat this process for any additional common factors of the nested sets. Any
original set that has two even factors, for example, will subtract out two nested sets,
and, additionally, the smaller nested set is subtracted from the larger nested set again.
(4) After all of the nested sets are subtracted out, and their permutations have been
taken, divide each separate set's permutation by the number of tones corresponding
to that same set, to get each set's individual number of normal orders.
(5) Then, adding up all of the normal orders will yield the total number of normal
orders for the original scalar class set. Equations are below:
(T!

I (tL! * tM! * tm! * ... * ts!))- ((Tif)! I ((tLif)! * (tMif)! * (tmlf)! ... * (tslf)!)

= P-TS.
P-Ts

IT= NO-Ts

((Tif)!

I ((tLif)! * (tMif)! * (tmlf)! . .. * (tslf)!) = PTS

= NOTS
NOTS + NO-Ts = NOtotal
PTS I (Tif)
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This set of equations work for one factor, though the process is repeated to
accommodate for other factors. To adjust the equations, one would just need to add
numerical subscripts for corresponding factors and P's and NO's affected by
Transpositional Symmetry.
Plugging in the 4L 4M 2s example yields the following result:
C10!

I (4!)(4!)(2!))- ( (1012)! I ((412)! (412)! (212)!)

(3150)- C5!

= 3120

I (2!)(2!)(1!)) = 3120

(3150)- (30) = 3120
3120 I 10 = 312 normal orders unaffected by TS
30

I 5 = 6 normal orders affected by TS

312 + 6 = 318 total normal orders
A great way to visualize this phenomenon is to look at how the resulting normal
orders are grouped. The author used a computer program written in C++ and
programmed in xcode to generate these groups in text files (thanks to Michael Spivey,
a fellow computer science major). The pattern is much easier to spot here than with
the equations, which have to account for repetitive actions that are not as easily
written. In this format, the normal orders are added and multiplied by their number of
modes, and this reveals the permutation total as well. 4L 4M 2s is written below:
4L 4M 2s ~ 10 (312) + 5 (6) = 90
2L 2M 1s ~ 5(6) = 30 out of the 90
318 normal orders
Parentheses above refer to the number of normal orders, multiplied by their
respective number of permutations. Reading the top line would go like this, "4L 4M
2s creates 90 permutations, which can be expressed as 312 groups of 10, plus 6 groups
of 5." And, it would make sense that groups of 5 are groups of 10 divided by 2,
because that is the common factor, and, likewise, that the 5 also represents the 10
tones divided in half for the transpositionally symmetrical part of the set. The
analogous process in mathematics is known as the quotient group.32
32

Kennerly, Sam. "A Crash Course in Group Theory (yersion 1.0).
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Some other examples of groupings for transpositionally symmetrical sets are written
below:
3L 3M 3s ~ 9 (186) + 3 (2) = 1680
1L 1M 1s ~ 3 (2) = 6 out of the 1680
188 normal orders
4L 2M 2s ~ 8 (51) + 4 (3) = 420
2L 2M 1s ~ 4 (3) = 12 out of 420
54 normal orders
Now, a set with more than one common factor:
4L 4M 4s ~ 12 (2880) + 6 (14) + 3 (2) = 34650
2L 2M 2s ~ 6 (14) + 3 (2) = 90 out of 34650
1L 1M 1s ~ 3 (2) = 6 out of 34650
1L 1M 1s (taken from 2L 2M 2s) ~ 3 (2) = 6 out of 90
2896 normal orders
In other words, the permutation of 1L 1M 1s, 6, is subtracted from 34650 normally.
But, because 2L 2M 2s has another shared factor, it must also subtract the
permutation of 1L 1M 1s, before being subtracted from 34650. So, the 2L 2M 2s, and
all of its subtractions, equal 84 (90 - 6), and 84 is then subtracted from 34650.
Inversional.rymmetry can produce a mode of itself when written backwards; this means
from right to left instead of left to right (or vice versa). The mathematical analogue for
this is known as the palindromic permutation. For example, the diatonic scale is
inversionally symmetrical: LLsLLLs written backwards is sLLLsLL, and, sLLLsLL is
also a mode/ cycle of LLsLLLs. An example of a scale that is not inversionally
symmetrical would be sLMMsLs; written backwards, this produces sLsMMLs, which
is not a mode of sLMMsLs. As transpositional symmetry only affects the number of
normal orders, inversional symmetry only affects the number of prime forms,
specifically, the conversion from normal orders to prime forms. Recalling post tonal
set theory information, a prime form is different from a normal order because it is
compacted the most to the left when written as a group of pitch classes. The prime
form is also inverted from a normal order when necessary, as inverted material is
considered equivalent. In all-scalar set theory, this just means that inversionally
symmetrical sets will cause the number of prime forms to equal the number of normal
orders, and 5L 2s is a good example of this, since all 3 of its normal orders are
inversionally symmetrical, it uses those same 3 normal orders as prime forms. When
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there are sets that have normal orders that are not inversionally symmetrical, this
causes a reduction in the number of prime forms. A normal order that does not have
inversional symmetry must pair up with another normal order that inverts to it, and
those two normal orders then both count as the same prime form. 3L 3s is a basic
example, as it has 4 normal orders, but only three prime forms, shown below.
4 normal orders:
LLLsss
LLsLss
LLssLs
LsLsLs

3 prime forms:
sssLLL
ssLsLL
sLsLsL

LLsLss and LLssLs are not inversionally symmetrical; they do not map onto
themselves when written backwards. But, they do map onto each other, so they are
paired up and counted as the same prime form (and, the prime forms are compacted
the most to the left). At this point, the full chain of scalar class set to prime form is
fully known, and calculations for relevant sets are shown at the end of the paper in the
appendices.
Equal temperaments as additions of integers

The Frobenius coin problem
Most of this section of the paper comes from the author's initial discoveries about the
major scale's scalar class set, 5L 2s, discoveries which were confirmed by other
sources. 33 The original question takes the form of: ''Which equal temperaments can
form major scales?" This becomes an examination of 5L 2s, meaning that any equal
temperament than can create a major scale can also create a Neapolitan major scale
and an ascending melodic minor scale as well (the ratio of Large to small step is
ignored for the continuity of this section). Easley Blackwood has answered the
question brilliandy in his own way, by thinking of each equal tuning as between the
fifths of 5-equal and 7-equal. However, he never hinted at expressing scales by using
the addition of integers. All equal temperaments that can support 5L 2s can be
expressed as additions of 5 and 7 only. These integers have peculiar properties that
carry over to other scales, and have been named determiners by the author (explored
more fully in a slighdy later section).

Easley. The Structure ojRecognizable Diatonic Tunings. Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton
University Press, 1985. Print.
33 Blackwood,
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Here are the basic examples for 5L 2s. With this configuration, it is immediately
observable that 12-equal is the lowest-numbered equal tuning that can create a 5L 2s.
These are simply the integers 5 and 7 added in their respective combinations. The
number of 7 digits is equal to s, and the number of total digits is equal to L.
12
17 19
22 24 26
27 29 31 33
32 34 36 38 40
37 39 41 43 45 47
42 44 46 48 50 52 54
Something special happens when the equal-tuning numbers get high enough; there is
a cutoff point. With 5L 2s, this point is 35. That is, all equal-tunings above 35 will be
able to create a 5L 2s scale, where Lands are integers. The 'cutoff EDO', as it is
called, can be determined in a two step-size scale with simple algebra. However, no
solution has been determined for configurations like this with three step sizes or
more; and this is known as the Frobenius coin problem, which asks the same question
about adding integers. 34 The solution for the Frobenius coin problem, expressed in
tones and the large step, would be:
Frobenius number = (T * L) - T- L
Unfortunately, however, this is not as applicable to the situation at hand because it
deals with allowing any combination of the integers to pass; in other words, both are
not required.
Frobenius number= (1 *5)- 7-5 = 23
This number treats combinations of 7 only, and combinations of 5 only, as valid for
the scale, which is unsuited for 5L 2s since using 5 only would result in 5L, and 7 only
would result in 7L (or 5 and 7 equal, respectively). The author has been working on an
alternate solution for quite some time to exclude these single-integer combinations,
but has not yet succeeded in finding one.

Gallier, Jean. "The Frobenius Coin Problem: Upper Bounds on the Frobenius Number."
University of Pennsylvania (2014): Web.
34
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Some combinations of integers yield intriguing results, and it ahnost seems if a pattern
can be formed:
TandL
32
43
54
53
52
65
76
75
87

Frobenius number
1
5
11
7
3
19
29
23
41

Cutoff n-equal
12
20
40
35
30
50
72
35
56

The Frobenius numbers are prime, but the cutoff equal-tunings are not. Curiously
enough, it also seems that multiplication and addition of the T and L can form some
of the cutoff-equal numbers, but truly creative measures are required to form a
pattern out of this. One curious semblance of a pattern is the tendency of a multiplied
T and L to add to the cutoff-equal through some other even number, or 0, in the case
of 7 + 5 and 8 + 7. The Frobenius coin problem certainly demonstrates the
helpfulness of working with two step-size scales, like MOS scales do, as the cutoffequal tuning is so much harder to solve for with three step-sizes.

Determiners
Determiners are quite easy for two step-size scales: the two numbers are simply equal
to the total number of tones and the largest step size's tone. Determiners are used to
represent the ways in which a scalar class set can be expressed as an addition of
integers. To obtain the determiners for any scalar class set, one simply adds the tones
consecutively starting from the tone multiplying L (tL), taking each sum as an integer
that can be added. With 5L 2s, this is easy:
5L 2s

5 and 7 are determiners.

Other three step examples yield interesting results as well:
1L 5M 2s
1, 6, and 8 are determiners.
3L 5M 3s

1..+5~_6 +2 ~ B
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3, 8, and 11 are detenniners.
2L 2M 2m 2m1 3s
2, 4, 6, 8, and 11 are detenniners.

2+2-71+2-72+2-7B+3-711

This means for example, that all the equal tunings that 1L SM 2s supports can be
written as additions of 1, 6, and 8, that 3L SM 3s tunings can be written as additions
of 3, 8, and 11, and that equal tunings for 2L 2M 2m 2m1 3s can be written as
additions of 2, 4, 6, 8, and 11.
Detenniners make it easier to count up equal-tuning possibilities by adding integers,
instead of multiplying step sizes every time. When using detenniners to express an
equal tuning, all of the integers have to be used at least once in the addition.
Detenniners have a direct relationship to the equal temperaments that they represent
as well, using successive subtractions. The equation goes like this:
For two terms:
T(s) + tL(L- s) =Equal-temperament
For three terms:
T(s) + (I - h\1)(M- s) + tL(L- M) =Equal-temperament
For four terms:
T(s) +(I- tM)(m- s) + (tM- tm)(M- m) + tL(L- M) =Equal-temperament
For n terms:
T(s) + (I - tM)(mn- tnn-1) + (tM- tm)(mn-1- tnn-2) + (tm - tmt)(tnn-2- tnn-3) ...
tL (s) =Equal-temperament
So simply moving down the scalar class set in order creates the detenniners, and they
are represented by subtractions of tones in the above equations, instead of with their
own letters. The size of step and size of determiner start as opposite ends of the
equation as well. The detenniners multiply by step sizes just like the scalar set, though
this is more useful as a relationship check than anything. For example, the 16-equal
version of 1L SM 2s can be written as 1(4) + 5(2) + 2(1) = 16. Likewise, the
analogous detenniners are written as 8(1) + 6(2-1) + 1(4-2) = 16. The detenniner
equation also gives the information on how to simply write the integers out, for
example, 8 + 6 + 1 + 1 for the above. The number of total integers written out is
always equal to whatever L is.
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The main usage of determiners up to this point, for the author, has been to fac~tate
the drawing of triangles such as the one on page 22. Three-dimensional triangles may
even be drawn in the future to bring more understanding about the scale patterns.
These triangles are extremely useful, providing a quick way to look at all the equal
tunings a scale pattern can create.
Interesting properties of determiners have yet to be examined more thoroughly,
although it is strikingly clear that the relationship will be beneficial to theorists. From
some simple deductions alone, some simple truths can be surmised, namely, that the
number of determiners and partitions used to construct any equal tuning would be the
same. There is also much to explore in the vein of substituting determiners for tones,
and vice versa, to create a kind of strange one-way relationship.
The scalar class set's tones, in relation to Ls, matter for the calculation of determiners,
unlike in permutations. In other words, SL 2s and 2L Ss will have exactly the same
number of permutations, normal orders, and prime forms, because the s and the L
can simply be switched. However, those two scale sets have different determiners
because the position of L is now an influence: The determiners for SL 2s are 7 and 5,
and the determiners for 2L Ss are 7 and 2. The determiners still do not force normal
orders, however, the SL 2s triangle still works for the major scale, Neapolitan major,
and ascending melodic minor, its three normal orders/prime forms .

Extremities of the scale
When a triangle based from determiners is drawn, it creates a wonderful spectrum
between the more angular versions of itself and the more equally spaced versions of
itself. Temperament can certainly be invoked to describe this, but that is beyond the
scope of this paper. Easley Blackwood's R is the standard here, especially for two-step
scales, for seeing how angular a scale is. Basically, if R represents L/ s (or Whole over
Half for Mr. Blackwood), then the larger R is, the more disjointed and angular the
scale will sound, and the closer R approaches 1, the more equally tempered it sounds.
T he triangle of equal-tunings provides a way to view R continuously, and, while
looking at the tunings themselves. T he author finds this to be a much more helpful
reference for seeing how equal-tunings create scales, than other graphs that
accomplish similar goals, but perhaps only incidentally. (In other words, it is easier to
look at this triangle to see how tunings utilize steps from a scale, than to memorize
such things arbitrarily from slowly learning more micro tonal facts about equal
tunings) .
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This triangle is, for 5L 2s:

12
17
22
27
32
37
42
47
52
57
62

19
24
29
34
39
44
49
54
59
64

26
31
36
41
46
51
56
61
66

33
38
43
48
53
58
63
68

40
45
50
55
60
65
70

47
52
57
62
67
72

54
59
64
69
74

61
66 68
71 73 75
76 78 80 82

Lines can simply be drawn through the triangle for certain ratios, and then it is easy to
see which equal-tunings approximate what. The 12*equal-tuning line goes straight
through the center of the triangle, as the 2/1 = R is the most balanced this ratio can
get. This is also a great diagram for viewing alternate mappings of the same equaltunings. As the triangle extends on and on, eventually, every equal-tuning can map the
5L 2s set in two different ways.
As the line from 12 moves to 19, 26, then 33, etc. down the edge, R approaches 1.
As the line from 12 moves to 17, 22, then 27, etc. down the edge, R approaches
infinity. This triangle could be very easily used with any scale of two step-sizes.
A brief mention on temperament: meantone tunings come awfully close to the center
axis of 12*equal; this is 19, 31, and 50. 53-equal is also close to the center, and it is
regarded as an extremely powerful tuning for diatonic harmony as well.
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Number of ways to change step sizes simultaneously
Getting into how scale spectrum should be categorized offers many different
interpretations. The meantone spectrum of tuning, using 5L 2s, offers a clue into the
nature of changing step sizes specifically. As the fifth shrinks(approaching 685.714
cents), the large steps become smaller, and the small steps become larger, until all of
the steps are equal in size, and 7-equal tuning is reached. When the fifth becomes
larger (approaching 720 cents), the large steps become larger, and the small steps
become smaller, shrinking to 0 cents when 720 cents is reached. 35 This causes two
pairs of pitches to sound at the same note, effectively creating 5-equal with a
redundancy in two of the notes. This behavior is not unique to the meantone scale:
with any Ls scale, changing the size of the generating interval will always produce
spectrums like this, where, at one extreme, the large steps and small steps approach
the same size, and at the other extreme, the small steps approach 0 and nearly
disappear.
Understanding this basic principle of two-step scales not only offers an objective way
to categorize the ends of the spectrum with any number of L and s, but the idea can
also be extended to any n-step kind of scale. Using simple logic about the nature of
the spectrum also yields a new pattern that directly relates to the number of ways the
scale can approach its boundaries.
Without knowing anything about the sliding spectrum, it can be deduced that, in the
two-step case, if one step changes in size, the other step then has to change in size to
compensate. This is because these scalar patterns deal with one octave at a time, and
so, the same amount of cents and/ or equal-tempered size has to fit into the octave at
any one time (even when something changes). This principle of antagonism can be
applied to scales with 3+ step sizes as well, and then described with a sum
(eventually). In other words, for any changing step-size scale to be a possibility, it
must either have at least two kinds of step-sizes that are moving in opposite
directions, or, all of its step sizes must be unchanging.
If a changing scale pattern can be feasibly described, then it can be counted as a
different version of the scale. It is possible to find all of the possibilities of step
patterns by using 3"'(n), where n is the number of kinds of step sizes. The reason 3 is
used is because there are 3 kinds of possibilities for each step: up, down, and un-

Blackwood, Easley. The Structure ofRecognizable Diatonic Tunings. Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton
University Press, 1985. Print.
35
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changing. The only problem with using 3"'(n) is that it does not discriminate between
the possible scale types, and impossible types that could never exist because they
would exceed or fall short of the octave. For example, with the Ls example using 2
step sizes, there are 9 possibilities, but only 3 are possible. The possible ones are
bolded:
Lj sL
Lj sj
Lj s

LsL
L sj
Ls

So how does this change when moving on to more kinds of step sizes? Well, there is
an increase in the number of possibilities, of course, but there is also an extra
complication, that only arises when using more than two step-sizes. When using two
step sizes or less, only multiples of 3 are really dealt with. With three step sizes or
more, the number of possibilities grows unevenly, and thus, do not divide uniformly
by 3. Thinking about the possibilities that can occur, there are two kinds of new
situations that arise when there is an extra letter added.
The first situation: If a third letter is added to two letters that already create a possible
changing scale, then there are 3 new possibilities (Changing is highlighted because Ls is
a possible scale, but because it is the unchanging version of Ls, a new letter would not
suffice unless it was unchanging as well). This is because all 3 variants of the third
letter can be used, and so, the variant on the third letter does not matter because it
does not affect the solution. Example: LL sj always works, so the 3 new possibilities
are
LL sj ML,
LL sj Mj, and
LL s j M, because any M will do.
The second situation occurs when the third letter actually creates a new solution that
was impossible with the first two letters. In this case, there is only one new possibility.
A good example of this is actually the unchanging Ls scale: it can only become a
possible scale with M, and not Mj or ML. Another example would beLL sL, which
can become possible if Mj is added, but not ML or M.
Because of these pathways, the groupings of possibilities end up being most easily
expressed as additions of the integers 3 and 5. A group of 3 refers to the first
situation: an already-possible scale that adds 3 new letters, and a group of 5 refers to a
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group of 3 as well as 2 scales that fit the second situation. The scales only group in
these ways past 3 step-sizes.
The method to find these possibilities was fairly simple: All of the 3"(n) scales were
written out, within reason, and then the impossible patterns were crossed off. This
trial-and-error allowed a truer investigation of the deeper structure, and eventually the
nature of these recurring groups ~f 3 and 5 were discovered. With enough
investigation, it was deduced that the groups that already existed from previous
patterns were nested in future iterations, hence the eventual applicability of a sum.
This fact was also used to figure out the process for coming up with larger and larger
numbers, as trial-and-error methods were only used with up to five scale-steps before
the ·pattern was fully realized.
The reason a sum has not been written is because (1) there does not seem to be an
easy way to define the way to multiply 3 within each new group, and (2) because the 1
and 2 step-size scales are inconsistent with those that occur with 3 sizes and up. This
is due to the introduction of 5, although perhaps there is a future way to write the
sum where this works itself out.
Below is a typed version of the information, with the visual component of the nested
groups helping to explain how subsequent solutions were discovered. In the column
"Group" and "Previous Group", the row immediately below shows how to write that
number as the addition of 5's and 3's. Then, the row below that shows that the way
these 5's and 3's are multiplied actually corresponds to ·the previous step size's
grouping and previous grouping, in double parentheses. Some other things to note:
The column marked ''Previous group" uses information from the entirety of the
previous step size's groups. For example, 13 is the number of possible scale patterns
with 3 step-sizes, and, as a result, appears in the rightmost "previous group" column
of the 4 step-size row, etc. The last connection to note in this nesting behavior is that
whenever a row is progressed, the number of 5's doubles in the new group, and the
number of 3's in the new group is calculated from taking the value in double
parentheses, already known from the above row, and subtracting it from the power of
2 in the 5's parentheses. It is additionally possible to calculate the value of the 3's
parentheses by multiplying 3 by the grouping in the row above. For example, 3(6)
works in the 4-step-size row because 6 is 3 * 2, and 2 is in the double parentheses
grouping of the 3-step-size row. (Likewise, 3(30) uses 3 * ((10)), and 3(114) uses 3 *
((38)), etc.)
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ETC.
The equations 3"(n) and (n * (n-1)) + 1 are also present. 3"(n) helps with a knowledge
of about how many of the scale configurations are possible. (n * (n-1)) + 1 is a way to
calculate the total number of scales that are either unchanging, or have only two
changing step sizes; two letters that are denoted with arrows. There is always only one
completely unchanging step size, where all the letters have no arrows next to them,
represented by the +1 in the (n * (n-1)) + 1 equation; if the +1 is gone, this equation
yields all multiples of 2. This is a more succinct way to collect immediately viewable
possibilities, though 3 and 4 step sizes offer some good grounds for exploration, with
13 and 51 possible scales respectively.
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This is an excellent way to calculate and measure the spectrum of available changing
scales in an objective way, with some peculiar results. More discrimination could be
made between groupings, but the overarching, and most obvious, possibilities have
been covered; i.e., the number of feasible changing (and unchanging) scales by stepsize, and the number of scale possibilities when only two of the steps (or none at all)
are changing, since that is perhaps the most simple criteria that differentiates between
possible scales that is interesting.
There are three problems with using this method to accurately classify true scalar
'character.'
(1) Character will change more with scales that have fewer tones, because there is less
intervallic content and thus, more change can be detected. So the measure of simply
seeing how the step sizes can change does not account for the number of tones. For
example, 16L 7 s would change much less in character than 2L 3s with a changing
spectrum.
(2) The rates of change, when many changes are happening, could play a significant
role in the character of the scale (or not). For example, in Lt sj Mj, there could be
many kinds of rate changes happening. M could either be increasing faster than s, and
thus, approaching L more quickly than s approaches M, or vice versa, or anywhere in
between. This can get complex when there are four or more step-sizes and all of them
are changing! Perhaps the rate of change would be small enough not to affect it in
most cases. 36
(3) There are already well-documented cases in the microtonal community where the
same Ls scale pattern produces different characters because of the differing
temperament. A good example is Super-Pythagorean vs. Meantone: both commonly
use a SL 2s scalar class set, but Super-Pythagorean uses larger fifths. It is certainly
known that the two scales sound very different, yet have the same Ls pattern. It is also
assumed that both super-pyth and meantone sound different than either end of the
spectrum with SL 2s, either 5-equal or 7-equal. So clearly, SL 2s has more than 3
'characters'.
The best way to rectify this problem would be to either add other factors, or to simply
call the above procedure a mathematical way to produce possibilities, and not actually

36

Caruso, V. C., & Balaban, E . (2014). "Pitch and Timbre Interfere When Both Are Parametrically
Varied." Plos ONE, 9(1), 1-7. doi:10.1371 /joumal.pone.0087065
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find characters. A mix of approaches is likely appropriate, so for now, this method
will simply be known as the pattern by which all step-size scales can change their sizes
and remain within the octave.
How many n-tone scales exist for any n?

The hierarchy
This paper has mostly been an effort to categorize microtonal scales in a set theory
based way. When many different kinds of categorizations are employed at once, it
might be best to 'zoom out', and see how exactly these categorizations affect each
other. Based on this tactic, and because of an eventual desire for unity, a hierarchy of
categorizations has been drawn up. A realistic idea of how many n-tone scales that can
exist, for any n, is understood. The broadest possible classification, at the top, moves
to the most specific possible classification, at the bottom, as with the connection
between step sizes (permutations) and prime form.

THE HIERARCHY
The n-tone scale
~
Partitions
~

Determiners

Scalar Class Set i
~
~

Prime F orrns

~

N onnal Orders
Permutations i

~
~
(Character of scale)

j
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A basic partition, for each integer, can be used to see how many ways an n-note scale
and its tones can be split up by addition. For example, all of the partitions of 5 would
be:
5
4+1
3+2
3+1+1
2+1+1+1
1+1+1+1+1

There are 6 partitions total. The individual partitions, translated into L and s notation,
can simply treat each integer as a different kind of step. So, this would yield:
5L (5-equal)
4L 1s
1L4s
3L2s
2L 3s
3L 1M 1s
1L 3M 1s
1L 1M 3s
2L 1M 1m 1s
1L2M 1m 1s
1L 1M 2m 1s
1L 1M 1m2s
1L 1M 1m 1m1 1s
So 13 kinds scalar class sets come from those 6 partitions. Luckily, the same factorial
equation that was utilized for the permutation of Ls notation can also be utilized for
this process, but different numbers are in place. Instead of referring to tones, this
equation refers to the number of terms. So one permutation is used for tones to figure
out the number of permutations, and one is for terms to figure out the number of
scalar class sets. The formula is below, where N refers to total number of terms, and
n1, m, etc. refer to the corresponding types of each different term. Terms sharing the
same number of tones, i.e. the same coefficient, are thought up as multiple types of
the same term, and this is reflected accordingly in the equation. N is also the
cardinality, or the number of step-sizes.
N! / (m!

* n2! * n3! * n4!

. ..

* nx!) =Number of Scalar Class Sets
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This eliminates redundancies in coming up with the proper number of arrangements.
For example, using 5 + 2, it is seen that there are two scalar class sets, or two ways
that Lands can be included in the description. There are 2 total terms, and 1 term
with 5 tones (coefficient of 5), and 1 term with a coefficient of 2.
2!

I (1! * 1!) = 2 scalar class sets.

And indeed, 5 and 2 arrange to either SL 2s, or 2L Ss.
This could also be tried with a partition of tones that are used in the S-tone scale:
3+1+1.
3! I (2! * 1!)

= 3 scalar class sets

OR:

2+1+1+1.
4! I (3! * 1!) = 4 scalar class sets
The number of scalar class sets does not affect the tone sizes, or the permutations
therein. Once permutations are figured out for any arrangement, that pattern can be
'copied' onto other arrangements. For example, SL 2s will have the same
permutations, normal orders, and prime forms as 2L Ss; the roles of the s and L steps
would simply be reversed.
2L 1M 1M1 1s would also have the same as
1L 2M 1M11s
1L 1M 2M1 1s
1L 1M 1M1 2s
Permutation, normal order, and prime form have already been discussed, as their
discovery led into the exploration of this subject. If the hierarchy is used to calculate
how many n-tone scales there are for each n, the normal order and prime form
calculations could be left out, if a 'mega-number' of how many n-tone scales exist is
trying to be generated. The calculations shown here act as the summing up of
parameters, which can be independently left in or out of the stack of hierarchal
categorizations. Calculating normal order and prime form gets more specific, instead
of the inverse, like the other categorizations. Technically, determiners are not as part
of this as the other categories, for they bring scalar class sets in contact with specific
equal tunings.
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The final parameter, character of the scale, is fairly subjective, and has to do with the
boundary at which two different sounding scales with the same step pattern still
'sound like each other'. For now, the character of each scale is treated objectively.
This requires a mathematical basis that covers all circumstances, but that may not be
entirely accurate in terms of perception. The lines between different characters can be
drawn at many different points, similarly to the way the rainbow is traditionally
divided into seven colors, although it is actually continuous. Using R and the triangle
of determiners, and the possibilities in which any n-step-size scale can change, are two
good places to start. Although a complete list of how many n-tone scales will not be
comprehensively offered, in the appendices, there is a list of partitions for each
integer, relating ton-tone scales at the top of the hierarchy.

The heptachords of 12-equal
To understand the relationship between scalar class sets and prime form is one thing,
and to move between equal-tuning pitch class sets and scalar class sets is another. A
demonstration of how the heptachords of 12-equal translate to scalar class sets is an
ideal way to look at how the information can be grouped. Looking at the structure
below, there are 6 scalar class sets that comprise the heptachords of 12-equal, and 66
normal orders. And, well known from Forte's theory, there are 38 prime forms. 37
·-~

SCSETS

5(2) + 2(1)
1(3) + 3(2) + 3(1)
2(3) + 1(2) + 4(1)
1(4) + 2(2) + 4(1)
1(4) + 1(3) + 5(1)
1(5) + 1(2) + 5(1)
1(6) + 6(1)

P.F.

N.O.

5L2s
ll3M 3s
2L 1M 4s
1L2M 4s
1L 1M Ss
1L 1M Ss
1L6s

3
20
15
15

3
10

6
6
1

3

66

9
9

3

1
38

Forte's classification only involved 12-equal, and he named each prime form with a number.
There are 224 total prime forms in all of 12-equal (Solomon).
37
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Four of the scalar class sets are closely related in pairs. 2L 1M 4s and 1L 2M 4s both
share the partition 2 + 1 + 4. The scalar class set 1L 1M 5s also appears twice,
calculated with two different orderings of intervals (which would use the same
determiners). The partitions of 7 that are not included are:
7
4+3
4+1+1+1
3+1+1+1+1
3+2+1+1
3+2+2
2+2+2+1
2+2+1+1+1
2+1+1+1+1+1
1+1+1+1+1+1+1

The partitions that were included:
6+1
5+2
5+1+1
4+2+1
3+3+1
Five out of ten are present. Simple partitions tend to be favored, as 12-tone is a fairly
low-numbered equal tuning. To write this set of heptachords using the hierarchy
could be accomplished this way:

The 12-equal 7-chords

t
5 Partitions

t

6 Determiners
7 Scalar Class Sets j

t
t
t

38 Prime Forms
66 Normal Orders j
462 Permutations j

t

1 Character (12-equal)
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This is a great example of the hierarchy in action. This type of classification has
intriguing implications: it can be used for a thorough understanding of the full12-tone
pitch spectrum (analogously to Forte's), or any other, for that matter. Exciting work
has yet to take place classifying these other systems, and it also will likely take the
form of asking more questions, such as, ''Why do only certain partitions appear in
certain n-tone-chords?" or, ''What is the best way to refer to character
mathematically?" or, ''What is another way to divide permutations besides
transpositional and inversional symmetry?"
To conclude, this information will be important to set theorists who want to
understand the possibilities of microtonal scales within the octave.
Glossary of terms and equations: Terms

Step Size
A distance between two notes, written as an L Oarge), an s (small), or a variant of M
(middle). Identical letters refer to the same size of scale step. Naming the number of
kinds of step sizes simply means the number of different kinds of letters that are used,
so a two step-size scalar class set would only use L and s. Often, the 'number of stepsizes' is assumed to be the same as 'the number of kinds of step-sizes', or the number
of terms. The reason L, M, and s are used are because they are standard fare in the
current microtonal community.
Designated with N for total, n for individual terms, with numerical subscripts.

Scalar Class Set
A name for the 'Ls notation' described in step sizes. It refers to the number of L, s,
M, etc. that are needed to produce any given scale, but not the sizes of the steps
themselves or the order of said steps. Current microtonal theory assumes that, if a
scalar class set is brought up, that it is the Moment of Symmetry-based organization;
i.e. distributed the most evenly.
Tone (scalar class set)
The number of actual notes in a scalar class set, and thus, the number of total steps in
the scale as well (NOT the number of kinds of step-sizes). The number of tones can
be found by adding up all of the coefficients next to the step-sizes.
Designated with T for total, t for individual terms, with subscripts for step-sizes L-s.
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Permutation (scalar class set)
The number of ways that any scalar class set can be written as a pattern, derived from
a factorial that cancels non-repetitive elements. Each mode, or cycle, is counted as a
different permutation. With scalar class sets that have no transpositional symmetry or
quotient groups, the number of permutations can be divided by the number of total
tones to get the number of normal orders to which the scalar class set refers.
Designated with P, with subscripts indicating whether transpositionally symmetrical
permutations are in that variable's total or not.

Permutation (general)
Permutation is also the action of changing the order of a set of items. In scalar class
set theory, this is accomplished with various similar factorial-based equations, or
permutations and partitions overlap with recurring groups of integers. Permutations
are used not only to calculate the total number of scales that occur from a scalar class
set (and also normal order), but also to calculate the number of scalar class sets that
can result from any given partition of integers, where the integers represent numbers
of tones.
Normal order
A normal order, in post tonal, is the most compact way, on the outer ends of the set,
to organize any group of notes. When individual pitch classes are ignored, they can be
thought of as a broader classification of prime forms. Normal orders in this paper are
not necessarily written in the most compact arrangement, but they simply come a step
before prime forms in elaborate classification, as they have not been examined on the
basis of inversional symmetry yet.
Designated with NO, with subscripts indicating whether transpositionally symmetrical
permutations are in that variable's total or not.

Prime form
The most compact way to write a scalar class set or pitch class set. The number of
prime forms is equal to the (number of normal orders) minus (the number of noninversionally symmetrical sets divided by 2).
Partition
A partition refers to all of the ways a number can be added up as a combination of
integers, figured out with a complex sum. It is also possible to discriminate between
possibilities using sums of partitions (not covered in this paper).
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Determiners
Determiners are integers that express equal tunings if they correspond to a certain
analogous scale. Detenniners are derived from scalar class sets, and are found by
subtracting adjacent individual tones.
Transpositional symmetry
Transpositional symmetry is a special property allowing a cycle or mode to repeat its
sequence at certain spots. These spots are also grouped according to the common
factors of the permutation that generated them. In order to get rid of all
transpositional symmetry in calculating normal orders, it is necessary to subtract all
common-factor, 'reduced' permutations from all other permutations. Considered in
the transition from P ~NO.
Designated with TS as a subscript for Permutations and Normal Orders.

Inversional symmetry
Inversional symmetry is a special property allowing a cycle or mode to map onto itself
when written backwards (at any mode). Considered in the transition from NO~
prime forms.
Ratio (between step sizes)
Pioneered by Easley Blackwood, it gives information as to how different the balance
between step sizes is, ranging from 1 to infinity for two kinds of step-sizes. The
tuning ratios are very different, and should not be confused with this.
Designated with R.

Determiner triangle
This is a triangle that shows a finite amount of equal-tunings that can support a
certain scalar class set, and that shows the extremities of R. It can be created in higher
dimensions, but is most accessible with two kinds of step-sizes.
Hierarchy
Refers to an utterly thorough classification of scale types, which can be used in any
octave-based tuning. The classifications range from broadest to most specific, and
they reveal more information about pitch class sets by looking at their commonalities
and levels of classification.
(Here are some important terms from the microtonal community.)
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Horogram
A drawing invented by Erv Wilson, that is a continuous clock face from post tonal
theory with a few changes, such as the use of concentric circles and a generating
interval (repeatedly adding a value, not a generating function).
MOS (Moment of Symmetry)
A scale with two step-sizes that is represented with L and s. Moment-of-Symmetry
scales are always as evenly spaced as they can be; this is also known as distributional
evenness or Myhill's property.
Projective Tuning Space
A graph that shows changing temperaments on a three-dimensional hexagonal space,
and marks the equal temperaments with integers.
Ratio (frequency)
A ratio is a value that multiplies by a base frequency to yield an intervallic distance.
These are usually expressed as rational numbers (fractions that are not mixed
numbers), because this is helpful in seeing how complex the interval is.
Cents
Cents are values that are added to a base frequency to receive a certain intervallic
distance. There are 1200 cents in the octave, and 100 cents in each step on the 12equal piano.
Glossary of terms and equations: Equations
Number of general Partitions up to 24-equal

Partitions: # of
scales

EDO Permutations: # of prime
forms

15

7

22

8
9

30
42
56
77

10
11

18
30
46
78
126

12

224

'
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101
135
176
231
297
385
490
627
792
1002
1255
1575

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

380
687
1224
2250
4112
7685
14310
27012
50964
96909
184410
352698

The relationship between Determiners and tones

T(s) + (T- tl\1)(mn - mn-1) + (b.\1- tm)(mn-1- mn-2) + (tm - tm1)(mn-2- mn-3) ...
tL (s) = Equal-tuning
Number of Scalar Class Sets in an individual Partition
N! / (n1!

* n2! * n3! * n4!

...

* nx!) =

Nwnber of Scalar Class Sets

Number of Permutations for any scalar class set
T!

I (tL! * tM! * tm! * tml! ... * ts!) = P

Number of Normal Orders for scalar class sets without transpositional
symmetry (that have no common factors between all of the tones)
(T - 1)!

I (tL! * tM! * tm! * tml! ... * ts!) =NO

Number of Normal Orders for scalar class sets with transpositional symmetry
(that have common factor(s) between all of the tones)
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I

(T!

(tL!

* tM! * tm! * ... * ts!))- ((Tif)! I

((tLif)!

* (tMif)! * (tmlf)!

= P-TS.
((Tif)!

PTS

P-Ts

I

((tLif)!

* (tMif)! * (tmlf)!

I (Tit)= NOTS

...

...

* (tslf)!)) t

IT= NO-Ts

* (tslf)!) = PTs
NOTS + NO-Ts

= NOtotal

tFor this operation, every permutation that has common factors between all of its tones must
subtract all of its reduced permutations (this includes reduced permutations from the original
permutation, which only occur if there is more than one common factor between the tones of the
original scalar class set).

Partial sum for number of changing scales that can exist
N

L ((5 (2"(i-2))) + (3 (?- (2"(i-2))))) = Changing scalestt
i=3

ttThe question mark refers a number that actually is known, but that the author finds unable to
compute with terms of the current sums, as the pattern forms in earlier sums where the addition is
not as regular.

Number of changing scales with two or zero changing sizes
(N

* (N-1)) + 1 =changing scales with 2 or 0 changing sizes
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